Q.1. Tick the correct answers:

i) Which of the following is Land Transport?
   a) Metro Rail    b) Donga      c) Helicopter          d) Boat

ii) In which state Valsad, Gandhidham and Ahmedabad situated?
   a) Gujarat       b) Maharashtra        c) Kerala 
   d) UP

iii) In Which state the town Kozhikode situated?
   a) Kerala          b) Gujarat       c) UP         d) MP

iv) Who checks the ticket during a train journey?
   a) Ticket checker       b) Coolie      c) Clerk       d) All

v) Omana’s traomjad started from
   a) Kozikode         b) Valsad       c) Gandhidham         d) Not mentioned in the diary

Q.2. Fill in the blanks:

a) .................and ................. were best friends.

b) Radha fell down from .................

c) At Valssad, Omana’s family bought ...................... to eat.

d) Omana’s train had started form ......................

e) Omana’s family checked their names on the ...................... chart.

Q.3. Write T for True and F for False statements:

a) The train reached valsad early in the morning. [   ]

b) Sunil and Ann were also going to Kerala. [   ]

c) Omana and Radha were going on a train trip to Kerala. [   ]

d) Omana’s was going to her grandmother’s house. [   ]

e) Radha was going with her family to Kolkata on a holiday. [   ]

f) Radha’s family could not to to Kerala. [   ]

Q.4. Answer the questions:

a) Who were best friends?
   Ans:____________________________________

b) Why did Omana wirte a diary?
   Ans:____________________________________
c) Where did the journey begin?
Ans: ____________________________________________

d) What did the ticket checker do?
Ans: ____________________________________________

e) What did omana see from the window?
Ans: ____________________________________________

f) From where did the train start
Ans: ____________________________________________

g) Why do you think there was no water in the bathroom of the train?
Ans: ____________________________________________

Q.5. look at the picture and write about it.

a) ____________________________________________

b) ____________________________________________

c) ____________________________________________

Q.6. Look at the picture and write the name of our hellpers.
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